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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: JULY 1998
Friday, August 7, 1998

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in Room 1334,
Longworth House Office Building, the Honorable Jim Saxton, Chairman
of the Committee, presiding.

Present: Representatives Saxton and Hinchey.
Staff Present: Christopher Frenze, Robert Keleher, Juanita

Morgan, Daniel Guido, Dan Lara, Joseph Cwiklinski, Howard Rosen, and
Tami Ohler.

OPENING STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

Representative Saxton. Once again, I am pleased to welcome
Commissioner Abraham and her colleagues before the Joint Economic
Committee.

As you probably know, the Congress finished its pre-break work last
night at about 12:45. So people are probably recovering or scrambling
for airplanes. I apologize for the sparse turnout, but nonetheless, we are
anxious to hear your report.

The weak employment data reported today are greatly affected, I
believe, by the General Motors (GM) strike and its spillover effects into
other related industries. The modest increase in monthly payroll
employment reflects the fact that striking workers and other related
shutdowns are not counted in the establishment survey. Even the
employment levels reported in the household survey have been lowered
by the layoffs resulting from the strike.

In the August data, to be released next month, of course, some of
these effects in both surveys will be reversed as a result of the end of the
strike. Happily the unemployment rate in July remained unchanged at
the historic low point, 4.5 percent.

The recent economic data taken as a whole showed that the cyclical
expansion that began in 1991 continues to generate employment and
economic gains. The credit for this progress goes to workers, investors
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and entrepreneurs all across the country that have expanded the economy
year after year.

To the extent policy is relevant, the upswing has been sustained by
the Fed's policy of gently squeezing inflation out of the economic system.
This Federal Reserve policy of disinflation has lowered interest rates and
built a solid foundation for continued economic growth and lower
unemployment.

The old notion of trade-off between inflation and unemployment has
been disproved as both have declined at the same time.

I might just stop here for a minute in my formal testimony and refer
to the chart in the other corner of the room, where we can see that the
inflation line labeled "CPI," shown in yellow on the chart, and the
unemployment rate have both dropped together.
[The chart entitled, 'Inflation and the Unemployment Rate Fall Together
Since 1992 " appears in the Submissions for the Record.]

Conversely, some folks have thought over time that the CPI and
unemployment dropping together would have been impossible, because
as the economy heats up or as the economy expands, it is thought that it
would necessarily cause an increase in prices. In this expansion, that has
not happened, and we happily look to this experience as an indication
that, in fact, this is a possible economic process - ramification, and that
the Phillips Curve trade-off is exactly what does not happen. The Federal
Reserve has produced under Mr. Greenspan's chairmanship, a very happy
set of events that has disproven the Phillips Curve.

The sustained expansion has also flooded the Treasury with tax
revenues, as this Committee's research has emphasized for many years.
Congress has resisted at the same time the temptation to spend all of
these revenues, and this restraint has resulted in a budget surplus much
sooner than the official Administration and congressional budget
agencies have predicted. In sum, both monetary policy and the fiscal
outlook remain very positive.

Though second-quarter growth has been undermined by the GM
strike, inventory adjustments and the Asian situation, the economy is
expected to strengthen in the balance of the year.

Commissioner, welcome again this month. We are very pleased that
you are here, and at this time we would be pleased for you to present
your statement.
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[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the
Submissions for the Record.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM,
COMMISSIONER, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS:

ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE
COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS,

AND PHILIP L. RoNEs, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT ANALYSIS

Ms. Abraham. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. As always,
we appreciate the opportunity to be here to talk about the latest
employment and unemployment data.

As you noted the unemployment rate was unchanged at 4.5 percent
in July. Total nonfarm job growth was just 66,000, following a gain of
196,000 in the prior month.

As you also noted in your opening comments strikes at two plants
led to shutdowns and layoffs affecting workers in several auto-related
industries. Manufacturing employment, which declined by 176,000 over
the month, was heavily affected by the strikes and the resulting plant
shutdowns. Auto manufacturing, with a drop of 111,000 jobs, was
hardest hit.

There also were noteworthy losses in fabricated metals due to the
idling of automobile stamping plants. Primary metals, industrial
machinery, rubber and plastics, and apparel - somewhat surprising, but
apparel includes auto trimmings - all posted declines as production lines
in plants that supply the auto industry were shut down.

Not all the over-the-month movements in manufacturing
employment were auto-related. The electronic components and food
products industries lost jobs, while the aircraft industry and printing and
publishing added workers. Employment in textile mills continued its
slow, long-term decline. The factory workweek dipped by 1/10 of an
hour to 41.7 hours.

Construction added 18,000 jobs over the month with gains spread
throughout the component industries. Since construction employment
bottomed out in July of 1992, I might note, it has grown at an average
annual rate of about 5 percent, twice the pace of overall employment
growth.
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In the service-producing sector, employment in retail trade jumped
by 125,000. Eating and drinking places, with a gain of 69,000 jobs,
accounted for more than half of that gain. Even so, growth in the retail
sector was widespread. Employment in food stores grew strongly, and
miscellaneous retail establishments had its second large gain in three
months. Building materials and garden supply stores continued to add
workers, as did furniture stores.

After two months of large job gains, services grew by only 65,000
jobs in July. The sluggish growth was due largely to a decline of 33,000
jobs in help supply, which is principally temporary help firms, some
share of which was a secondary effect of the auto industry strike. Health
services employment did not grow over the month, as home health care
and nursing homes both reduced employment. In contrast, engineering
and management services and computer services both continued strong
long-term growth trends. Amusement and recreation services and hotels
also added jobs.

Finance, insurance and real estate added 32,000 jobs in July.
Employment growth in finance, 18,000 in July, has been slowly
accelerating for near three years. The insurance industry added 8,000
jobs over the month, about in line with its second quarter pace. Real
estate employment also grew, following two sluggish months.

Employment in government edged down for the second straight
month, after a large increase in May. The decline was due mostly to
losses in local government, outside of education.

Average hourly earnings of production or nonsupervisory workers
rose by three cents for the second straight month. This is somewhat
slower than the average monthly increase of five cents through the first
four months of the year.

Turning to data from the household survey, the unemployment rate
held steady at 4.5 percent in July. Among the major demographic
groups, the jobless rate for adult black men rose to 8.9 percent. An
increase in black teenage employment largely reversed a drop in the prior
month. Reflecting the strike-related plant shutdowns that we have already
discussed, the unemployment rate for durable goods manufacturing
climbed from 2.9 percent to 4.3 percent. And the number of unemployed
job losers who are on temporary layoff also rose.
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To sum up then, job growth in July fell below its recent pace, due
mostly to secondary effects of strike activity. The unemployment rate
was unchanged in July at 4.5 percent.

As always, my colleagues and I would be happy to address any
questions you might wish to raise.
[The prepared statement of Commissioner Abraham and accompanying
Press Release appear in the Submissions for the Record.]

Representative Saxton. Commissioner, thank you very much.
Let me explore for just a minute, before we turn to Mr. Hinchey,

the effects of the strike. First of all, as you pointed out in your testimony,
the nonfarm job growth was what would appear to be a very anemic
66,000 jobs-

Ms. Abraham. Yes.
Representative Saxton. -during the last month? And during the

previous month, the job growth was just under 200,000 jobs, which was
not wonderful, but certainly a lot better than we did during the month of
July. However, as you also point out in your testimony, auto
manufacturing had a major effect by providing for the temporary
elimination of about 111,000 jobs. Is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. Right. In auto manufacturing employment was
down by that amount.

Representative Saxton. Right. Thank you.
And in addition to that, there would be some job loss, albeit

temporary, because of industries that are related to the auto industry. Is
that correct?

Ms. Abraham. That is correct.
Representative Saxton. And those jobs, I guess we'd have to

guess or estimate, and we could estimate that that might be somewhere
between 10,000 and 40,000?

Ms. Abraham. We have actually tried to go through and take a
look at that. When we get reports in from respondents to our monthly
payroll survey, there is a place where they can write comments in or
indicate a code to say that their employment in that month was
temporarily affected by a strike elsewhere that had caused them to let
people go home.

Based on those reports, we were able to identify employment losses
of about 140,000, including those in auto manufacturing, that we could
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identify as being related to the strike. That is almost certainly a lower
bound estimate of the true effects of the strike. I am sure there were
some people whose employment was down and it was related to the
strike and they just didn't tell us, but we can identify about 140,000
declining employment that is identifiably strike-related.

Representative Saxton. Thank you. I think this is very important
information. And I thank you for being as exact as you have been with
regard to it, primarily because there are a lot of people who look at your
figures, at the job growth, small amount of job growth, and may draw
conclusions, other than those involving the effect of the strike.

And so let me just conclude, on this point, and before I turn to Mr.
Hinchey, by saying that if you took the figure that you just indicated as
probably attributable to the strike-

Ms. Abraham. Which is probably a low bound on what is
attributable to the strike.

Representative Saxton. The lower bound, about 140,000, could be
150,000?

Ms. Abraham. Right.
Representative Saxton. Or you can take whatever number you

want. Let's just take for purposes of simple math 150,000 and add to that
the 66,000. And so if it were not for the strike, we might anticipate that
the job growth would have been something around 200,000 or maybe
somewhat better?

Ms. Abraham. That sounds about right.

Representative Saxton. Which would have been somewhat
consistent with last month and the previous month?

Ms. Abraham. The previous month was higher. Employment
growth in the 2 months, April and May, was running quite a lot higher,
though part of that had to do with issues related to the seasonal
adjustment of our figures.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.

Well, in any event, the conclusion that one might come to in looking
at this is that the 66,000 job growth number would be significantly
pushed back toward something considered to be more normal had the
strike not occurred?

Ms. Abraham. Surely.
Representative Saxton. Thank you.

I
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Mr. Hinchey?

OPENING STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE MAURICE D. HINCHEY

Representative Hinchey. Well, thank you very much, Mr.
Chairman. Good morning.

[The prepared statement of Representative Hinchey appears in the
Submissions for the Record.]

Ms. Abraham. Good morning.

Representative Hinchey. Commissioner, your associates, good
morning to you.

A couple of interesting things in your testimony this morning. One
is the decline in manufacturing jobs, one might say continuing decline in
manufacturing jobs; however, this decline seems to be somewhat
accelerated over the declines that we have seen in previous recent
months.

Ms. Abraham. Well, it is an enormous decline in manufacturing
employment. Most of that, though, was related to the strikes in the auto
industry and the associated plant shutdowns.

Representative Elinchey. Most of it was related to the strike, yes?
Ms. Abraham. Yes, most of it, the decline in manufacturing. If I

remember the figure right, it was 176,000. And we can directly identify
135,000, roughly, jobs in manufacturing where people were off payrolls
because of either being on strike or having been laid off as a consequence
of the strikes. So most of it we can directly identify as being
strike-related.

And as I indicated to Chairman Saxton, there were probably some
additional job losses that were strike-related that we just couldn't
identify as such. It makes it very hard to sort out what the underlying
trend in manufacturing is at this point.

Representative Hinchey. Well, the underlying trend in manu-
facturing, as I recall from your previous testimonies over the most recent
months, is a consistent repeated decline in manufacturing jobs over the
period of at least the last several months.

Ms. Abraham. Right, as contrasted to the sustained growth that we
had seen through January. Beginning in February, we see a leveling off
and then a couple months of significant decline. All I was trying to say
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was that in assessing whether, to what extent that is continuing, looking
at this month's data it is hard to sort out because of the strike.

Representative Hinchey. My sense is that this very much
increased reduction in manufacturing jobs, looking at it in the context of
the last several months, may be attributable to the situation we are seeing
in East Asia.

Ms. Abraham. There very well may be an effect there. And if you,
in fact, look at the data broken out by industry within manufacturing, we
saw a decline over the month in electronic and other electrical
equipment. And that wasn't something that we would attribute to the
strikes, that is more consistent with our seeing continuing effects of what
is going on in Asia, given the-

Representative Hinchey. We are also seeing a reduction in
inventories; are we not?

Ms. Abraham. That is something that I haven't myself looked at
recently. I certainly read a lot about it.

Representative Hinchey. There is also a rather significant increase
in unemployment among what might be characterized as the most
vulnerable people in the work force, and that is minorities, particularly
young blacks. The unemployment rate for minority Americans,
particularly black Americans and young black Americans, is up
significantly.

Ms. Abraham. Right. That rate had taken a big drop down last
month and then jumped right back up this month. I have to say that
movements of that magnitude in the unemployment rate for that group
really have to be reflecting noise in our survey rather than things that are
really going on in the labor market. The unemployment rate for black
youth had fallen from 29.4 percent in May down to 20.2 percent in June
and then was back up to 28.6 percent in July. Movements of that
magnitude just can't be real.

Representative Hinchey. Just can't be.
Ms. Abraham. They just can't be real.
Representative Hinchey. They can't be real.
Ms. Abraham. No. The survey sample size for that group is small,

and the unemployment rate for black teens jumps around a lot from
month to month. I am sure that those movements are survey noise rather
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than precise measurements of what is happening to that group over those
few months in the labor market.

Representative Hinchey. So then we would be mistaken, then, to
interpret this as some kind of a trend which might be indicative of
something deeper in the economy?

Ms. Abraham. I would not make much of the over-the-month
movement in the unemployment rate for that group.

Do you want to add anything to that, Phil?
Mr. Rones. All that I would say is that the rate this month is much

more typical of the rate, the unemployment rate, for black teens over
recent history than the rate in June. The rate in June is clearly the outlier
in that series, which is not to discount how high that rate is. It is near 30
percent, and it has been sustained at that level for quite some time. And
just supporting what Commissioner Abraham said about the reliability
estimates for black teenagers, whereas with the national - the overall
national unemployment rate, the error range around that rate is plus or
minus 2/10 of a percentage point. For this group, black teenagers, it is
over five full percentage points. Again, it is a very small group within
that roughly 50,000-household sample.

Representative Hinchey. This week marks the anniversary of the
passage of the so-called welfare reform legislation. And we keep looking
for indications of the effect of that legislation on the work force and on
the economy. Is there any indication that you have seen that reflects the
impact of welfare reform; for example, with regard to the supply of
low-skilled jobs as opposed to the availability of workers in those areas?

Ms. Abraham. I guess I would have to say that our measurement
tools are not well-designed for measuring, assessing what is going on
with that. We don't, for example, have information in our household
survey on whether people are former welfare recipients. That would be
something that would be very hard for us to try to get at, so we can't look
at that directly. We don't have information on job openings, so we can't
look directly at what the supply of unfilled openings that these people
might qualify for is. So I am not quite sure what we could look at in our
data that would really let you get at that.

Representative Hinchey. Is there any way that you could refine
your data that they might give us more information with regard to this
particular question?
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Ms. Abraham. We are doing some things with the annual
supplement that we do to the Current Population Survey each March that
looks at income and related things.

Maybe you want to say a little about that, Phil.

Mr. Rones. As part of a process to redesign the entire March
supplement to the Current Population Survey, as we redesigned the basic
survey four years ago, the first major task was to have the survey reflect
the welfare system as it exists now. Under the old survey, if you said,
AFDC, you covered that thing that we call welfare in four letters. Now,
of course, it is much more complicated.

We used a new collection tool in March of this year. We don't have
data yet. Usually the Census Bureau publishes its first data from that
survey in late summer or early fall. So from now - from the time those
data are available forward, we should have captured some information
about welfare receipt directly from the survey.

Representative Hinchey. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, thank you.

Representative Saxton. Commissioner, let me just ask one
follow-up question, just to clarify the subject that we were talking about
earlier. The GM strike, once again, the effects could account for about
150,000 job losses. Wouldn't this account for about 80 percent of the
monthly decline in payroll employment?

Ms. Abraham. I don't have my calculator in hand. I will borrow
Phil's here.

Representative Saxton. My staff tells me it is actually 85 percent.
I did my math wrong, I think.

Ms. Abraham. As I had already indicated, we can identify about
140,000 jobs, though I also indicated that that was probably a lower
bound. So if you want to say 150,000, that would be 85 percent of the
decline that we observed over the month in manufacturing employment.

Representative Saxton. Okay. Thank you.
Let me, without taking a lot more time, turn to the subject of

inflation. As you know, there are many in the world of economics who
believe that much of the success of our economy has been attributed to
the lack of inflation or the success, I guess, I should say, of our economy
and squeezing inflation out, from our system. And, therefore, our old
friend, the Consumer Price Index, becomes a happy indicator.
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And let me just ask, could you please review the improvements in
the CPI made over the last couple of years and those planned for the next
couple of years, what you expect the total effect of these recent and
future changes to be?

Ms. Abraham. Well, we have done a number of things over the
last few years. We made some changes at the beginning of 1995 and in
1996 to address a so-called formula bias problem. We have improved the
way that we have measured prices for prescription drugs. We have
improved the way that we measure prices for hospital services. We have
improved the way that we measure computer prices. We have updated
the market basket of things that we are pricing.

Next January, we are going to be making a change in the way that
we calculate the sub-indexes that get aggregated to produce the overall
index. And we are also making a set of changes going forward in the
way that we bring new items into the index to ensure that the market
basket in terms of the individual item stays more current. So it is a whole
set of things that we have done.

We have estimated the impact of some of those changes on the rate
of growth of the Consumer Price Index. Others have come up with
estimates of the effects of some of the other things where there wasn't
direct data that we could look at. So we don't have an overall estimate of
the impact of the changes that we have made.

The Council of Economic Advisers in its most recent Economic
Report to the President did come up with such an estimate revising that
to reflect new information that has since become available of the effect
of our geometric means changes. Their estimate is that the cumulative
impact of the changes we have made has been to slow the rate of growth
of the CPI by about .74 percent per year.

Representative Saxton. So that those folks who were critical, a
year or 18 months ago of the accuracy of the CPI can rest somewhat
easier today, perhaps, than they did when they were talking about
arbitrarily legislating what I think was a 1.1 percent reduction in the CPI?

Ms. Abraham. Well, we have certainly made a number of changes
in our methods for producing the CPI that I think make it a more accurate
indicator.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.

With regard to the subject of inflation, I am wondering if you or Mr.
Dalton see any indication of inflation reigniting, or are there indications
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that any time in the foreseeable future that the CPI may begin to back
upward? Do we have anything to worry about based on what your
statistical information shows us?

Ms. Abraham. As you know, we don't make forecasts about what
the CPI might look like going forward, but I am sure that Ken would be
happy to review very briefly what the recent movements in the CPI and
also in the PPI have looked like. X

Mr. Dalton. Certainly. Through the first six months of this year,
the CPI rose at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 1.4 percent. That
compares with a 1.7 percent increase for all of 1997. The Producer Price
Index for finished goods through the first six months, at a seasonally
adjusted annual rate, is actually declining at a 1.5 percent rate. Import
prices fell 5.6 percent, with a particularly notable acceleration in the
decline in import prices from Asian countries.

Representative Saxton. Mr. Dalton, if I may address a question or
two directly to you, with regard to commodity prices, are we seeing any
significant increase or decrease in commodity prices?

Mr. Dalton. If you look at the Producer Price Index for finished
goods, which, of course, is not strictly just commodities, as I said, it is
declining at a 1.5 percent seasonally adjusted annual rate through June of
this year. So in total there isn't really any evidence of, you know,
strength in prices. On the other hand, finished goods, excluding food and
energy, through the first six months are rising at a seasonally adjusted
annual rate of 1.4 percent. It is difficult to know what to make of that
particular increase because it is dominated by a few single categories.

Representative Saxton. Overall with regard to commodity prices,
however, the statistics that I have seen recently indicate a decrease in
commodity prices. Is that a fair statement?

Mr. Dalton. I guess if you want to make a distinction between
commodities, or goods, versus services, it is clear that there is weakness
in goods prices and continued, through lesser than in the past, strength in
service prices.

Representative Saxton. I looked at the Journal of Commerce
Indicator recently. In fact, I have a chart here, which shows the statistical
analysis it has made, which shows a decrease in commodity prices.

Mr. Dalton. Well, that would be closer, probably, to what we call
the crude component of the Producer Price Index. I can give you crude
materials through June at a seasonally adjusted annual rate. They are
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declining at a rate of virtually 18 percent, 17.9 percent. So our
information would agree, I think, with the Journal of Commerce data.

Representative Saxton. Would it be fair to conclude, then, with
regard to commodity prices that there does not seem to be inflationary
pressure?

Mr. Dalton. Defining commodity prices as crude materials in the
Producer Price Index, it is clear that there is disinflation. Prices are
declining.

Representative Saxton. And with regard to bond yields, have we
seen any indications in increases in bond yields which might be
considered to be a precursor of inflation?

Ms. Abraham. That is not something we have looked at.
Mr. Dalton. Right.

Representative Saxton. It is not something that you would have
information about?

Ms. Abraham. That is not something that we track.

Representative Saxton. And with regard to the value of the dollar
compared to the yen or the German mark, does the value of the dollar,
from your statistics - have you looked to see whether or not it remains
at high levels?

Mr. Dalton. If you look at our import price index data and at
various exchange rates, it is pretty clear that there is a correlation
between the increase in the value of the dollar and the decline in import
prices. In some situations, for example, Japan, it is very clear it is almost
a lockstep kind of relationship; for other countries in East Asia, it is not
quite as clear, but there is a suggestion that the value of the dollar, the
appreciation in the dollar, is having a downward impact on import prices.

Representative Saxton. Okay. Thank you.
Now, the reason I ask about your impressions of the value of the

dollar, with regard to your impressions, of the trend in bond yields, and
with regard to commodity prices, is that I know many economists look
at these as indicators of inflation, and inasmuch as the value of the dollar
remains high, and inasmuch as bond yields seem to be decreasing, and
inasmuch as commodity prices seem to be doing the same thing, some
economists conclude that there is no indication of inflation reemerging
any time in the near future.

50-417 - 98 - 2
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Would you care to comment? I know this is in an area that you
begin to draw conclusions, and you don't always like to do that, but
would you care to comment with regard to any of this, specifically with
regard to what my conclusion might be, that we don't see inflation? Can
you comment?

Mr. Dalton. I don't think I would care to comment on that
particularly, except perhaps to say that at least two-thirds of the
Consumer Price Index is services, so presumably they are not very
directly impacted by commodity prices. I mean, that is not to dispute
what you are saying. It is just an observation.

Representative Saxton. Okay. Thank you very much.
Mr. Hinchey?
Representative Hinchey. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

I really appreciate the questions and answers. I think this is a very
interesting and very important area, because what the Chairman is trying
to do, and what we are all interested in, is trying to determine in what
direction the economy is headed. There are, as you know, a number of
important reasons why we need to be concerned about that at this
particular moment.

When you were responding just a few moments ago to the questions
with regard to commodity prices, were you confining your responses
with regard to commodity prices to agricultural commodities or to overall
commodities, to commodities generally?

Mr. Dalton. My comments were about the crude materials
component of the Producer Price Index, which covers all crude goods.

Representative Hinchey. All crude goods?
Mr. Dalton. Energy.
Representative Hinchey. Energy included. And we, of course,

know that energy prices have been stable or declining in recent months?
Mr. Dalton. If you look at crude foodstuffs and feedstuffs, they are

down at an annual rate of 8.8 for June. Crude energy materials are down
at a rate of a 32.6 percent for June. And crude nonfood materials, less
energy, is down at a rate of 9.4 percent. So all of the major components
of the crude materials index are declining.

Representative Hinchey. And the chart that the Chairman was
referring to before shows a very significant decline in both industrial
based commodities and agricultural commodities. And what we, I
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believe, intuitively infer from that is that these prices are being affected,
primarily by the circumstances in the Far East and the depressing effect
that they are having on prices generally.

And I heard you say a few moments ago, if I am not mistaken, that
we are experiencing now not inflation in our economy, but there are, in
fact, indications of disinflation?

Mr. Dalton. I guess I want to be careful about the use of the term
"disinflation." I am not quite sure what it means. I should say that these
prices are declining. And I guess I should also perhaps mention that, in
looking at commodities, we are looking at the cost of the inputs to
manufacture other goods that people buy. In some cases, in a lot of
cases, the costs of the material inputs is not the predominant factor in
determining the final price of the output.

Representative Hinchey. That is true. Labor prices, of course, and
others. But unquestionably the cost of the inputs is significant, and if the
costs of the inputs continues to decline, that is going to be a marked
effect on overall prices. And we are seeing that effect in the economy
generally, not just in the United States, but in the world economy. We
are seeing decline in prices generally throughout the world in
commodities. And we are seeing also increased competition with regard
to agricultural commodities, as well as other commodities, and increased
competition for finished goods as well.

There are people who are expressing concern about economic
relations with some of our neighbors, for example, Canada, with regard
to depressing prices and the kind of competition that that places on our
economy. I think it is very important for us to try to understand more
clearly what is happening here, as the Chairman was attempting to do just
a few months ago. And I think in response to his questions, you shed a
great deal of light on it.

The fact of the matter is prices are declining. They are declining,
and they have been declining for quite some time, and they continue to
decline. Now, the initial impact of that might be good. For example,
because of the decline in oil prices, people might end up paying a little
bit less at the pump for gasoline. They might end up paying a little bit
less to heat their homes in the wintertime, and the profits of the oil
companies will go up. But if those trends continue for a longer period of
time, then we begin to get in an area that becomes troublesome, and I
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think that is why we are so concerned about this situation of these
declining prices.

Can you tell us specifically what is happening with regard to
commodity prices in the agriculture sector in the United States over the
course of the last several months?

Mr. Dalton. Well, again, if I look at the crude component of the
Producer Price Index and look at crude food stuffs and feed stuffs, which
I think is as close as we are going to get to agriculture commodities, they
have been declining at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 8.8 percent
through the first six months of this year. That follows a decline of 4.2
percent for all of 1997 and a small decline of I percent in 1996.

Representative Hinchey. Now, that is somewhat aberrational, isn't
it? We haven't seen those kinds of declines any time recently, or have
we?

Mr. Dalton. Well, I could go back in time. In 1995, we saw an
increase of 12.9 percent; in 1994, a decline of 9.4 percent; in 1993, an
increase of 7.2; in 1992, an increase of 3 percent. I guess what that
suggests is that this is a very volatile component.

Representative Hinchey. Okay. Just one last question on another
subject. We hear over and over again that the jobs of the future are
high-tech jobs, jobs which will require a great deal of education, and that
seems to be something that we increasingly believe. But when we look
at the recent BLS projections, based upon a forecast of the demand for
occupations over the next 10 years, what we find is that three-fourths of
those jobs projected over the next 10 years will require a bachelor's
degree or less; in fact, less than a bachelor's degree.

So the conventional wisdom here may not be verified by the facts,
or at least by the projections. If we are looking at an economy where
fully 75 percent of the jobs in the next 10 years will require less than a
bachelor's degree, then perhaps it is not true that most jobs in the future
are going to be high-tech and related to advanced education and advanced
degrees.

What really is going on? What is the truth here?
Ms. Abraham. Well, I really only will know the truth about the job

growth between now and 2006 after we get there. It is very hard to
forecast. On the one hand, if you look at the projected rates of growth in
employment by occupation, and you array them by the level of education
required, jobs and occupations that require more education are projected
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to be growing more rapidly than employment in occupations that require
less education.

So it is true that increasingly we are becoming an economy in which
the jobs require higher levels of educational attainment, but those jobs
are a fraction of employment today. They will be a somewhat bigger
fraction of employment, we project, by the time we get out to 2006. But
what you are saying is also true, that given the huge base of employment
in jobs that require less education, there are still going to be an awful lot
of jobs generated that don't require a college degree. So both things are
true, if you will.

I might also add that the determination as to whether a job is one
that requires a college education or doesn't require a college education
isn't something that is black and white. And it may be that people with
higher education in some of these jobs that don't require a degree may
benefit from having had the additional education.

Representative Hinchey. Sure.

Ms. Abraham. As you know, we have seen changes in many of
these occupations so that they have become more skilled over time;
production operatives, for example.

Representative Hinchey. Thanks very much.

Representative Saxton. Let me just return to my line of
questioning on inflation one more time. I just have a couple more
questions.

Do the BLS measures show any evidence of inflation, Mr. Dalton?

Mr. Dalton. The Consumer Price Index rose 1.4 percent through
the first six months of the year. The Producer Price Index for Finished
Goods is actually declining, as is the import price index. For the
producer sector and for imports, we are seeing price declines as opposed
to inflation. In the consumer sector, we have seen a rate of increase of
1.4 percent, which by historical standards is fairly low.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.

Your words are chosen very carefully. But if I were to conclude
that there is no evidence in your measures of significant inflation, you
could agree that that would be a proper statement?

Mr. Dalton. As long as we were confining our area of interest to
the past, yes.
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Representative Saxton. And with regard to the future, as you
know, we look at bond yields, we look at commodity prices, and we look
at the value of the dollar, and we don't see any evidence in any of these
long-term indicators either. And so it would be fair for some to conclude
that there is no inflation of any significance. There has been in recent
history very, very mild, inflation, not significant when compared to
historical standards. And that the future indicators that I just enumerated
do not show any evidence of inflation.

Let me ask one final question. If one were to accept the conclusions
that many are today drawing, that there is no evidence supporting
inflation or the reemergence of inflation, then one could say that there is
no evidence that would support a Federal Reserve rate increase at the
next FOMC meeting, which happens to be on August 18th? Would you
like to respond?

Mr. Dalton. No, I certainly wouldn't.
Representative Saxton. Well, I have no further questions this

morning.

Mr. Hinchey.
Representative Hinchey. None for me, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Representative Saxton. Commissioner Abraham, Mr. Dalton, Mr.

Rones, thank you very much for being here this morning. It has been very
beneficial to us, and we appreciate very much your candor. Thank you.
The hearing is adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 10:21 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

Once again I am pleased to welcome Commissioner Abraham and
her colleagues before the Joint Economic Committee.

The weak employment data reported today are greatly affected by
the GM strike and its spillover effects in related industries. The modest
increase in monthly payroll employment reflects the fact that striking
workers and others on related shutdowns are not counted in the establish-
ment survey. Even the employment levels reported in the household
survey have been lowered by the layoffs resulting from the strike. In the
August data to be released next month, of course, some of these effects
in both surveys will be reversed as a result of the end of the strike. The
unemployment rate in July remained unchanged at 4.5 percent.

The recent economic data, taken as a whole, show that the cyclical
expansion that began in 1991 continues to generate employment and
economic gains. The credit for this progress goes to the workers,
investors, and entrepreneurs across this country that have expanded the
economy year after year.

To the extent policy is relevant, this upswing has been sustained by
the Federal Reserve's policy of gently squeezing inflation out of the
economic system. This Federal Reserve policy of disinflation has
lowered interest rates and built a solid foundation for continued
economic growth and lower unemployment.

The old notion of a tradeoff between inflation and unemployment
has been disproved as both have declined at the same time. As Chairman
Greenspan recently noted before this Committee, concurrent declines of
inflation and unemployment were supposed to be impossible under the
Phillips Curve tradeoff, yet this is exactly what the Federal Reserve has
produced under his chairmanship.

The sustained expansion has also flooded the Treasury with tax
revenues, as this Committee's research has emphasized for many years.
Congress has resisted the temptation to spend all of these revenues, and
this restraint has resulted in budget surpluses much sooner than the
official Administration and congressional budget agencies had predicted.
In sum, both monetary policy and the fiscal outlook remain very positive.
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Though second-quarter growth was undermined by the GM strike,
inventory adjustment, and the Asian situation, the economy is expected
to strengthen in the balance of this Fear.

\ Commissioner, we look forward to your statement.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF
KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM, COMMISSIONER

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
I would like to thank you for this opportunity to comment on the

employment and unemployment data that were released this morning.
The unemployment rate was unchanged at 4.5 percent in July. Total

nonfarm job growth was just 66,000, following a gain of 196,000 in the
prior month. Strikes at two plants led to shutdowns and layoffs affecting
workers in several auto-related industries.

Manufacturing employment, which declined by 176,000 over the
month, was heavily affected by the strikes and resulting plant shutdowns.
Auto manufacturing, with a drop of 11 1,000 jobs, was hardest hit. There
also were noteworthy losses in fabricated metals due to the idling of
automobile stamping plants. Primary metals, industrial machinery,
rubber and plastics, and apparel (which includes auto trimmings) all
posted declines as production lines in plants that supply the auto indus-
try were shut down. Not all the over-the-month movements in manu-
facturing employment were auto-related. The electronic components and
food products industries lost jobs, while the aircraft industry and printing
and publishing added workers. Employment in textile mills continued its
slow, long-term decline. The factory work week dipped by 0.1 hour to
41.7 hours.

Construction added 18,000 jobs, with gains spread through the
component industries. Since construction employment bottomed out in
July of 1992, it has grown at an average annual rate of about 5 percent,
twice the pace of overall employment growth.

In the service-producing sector, employment in retail trade jumped
by 125,000. Eating and drinking places, with a gain of 69,000 jobs,
accounted for more than half of the increase. Even so, growth in the
retail sector was widespread. Employment in food stores grew strongly
and miscellaneous retail establishments had its second large gain in three
months. Building materials and garden supply stores continued to add
workers, as did furniture stores.

After two months of large job gains, services grew by only 65,000
jobs in July. The sluggish growth was due largely to a decline of 33,000
jobs in help supply, some share of which was a secondary effect of the
auto industry strike. Health services employment did not grow, as home
health care and nursing homes both reduced employment. In contrast,
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engineering and management services and computer services both
continued strong long-term growth trends. Amusement and recreation
services and hotels also added jobs.

Finance, insurance, and real estate added 32,000 jobs in July.
Employment growth in finance-- 18,000 in July--has been slowly
accelerating for nearly 3 years. The insurance industry added 8,000 jobs
over the month, about in line with its second quarter pace. Real estate
employment also grew, following two sluggish months.

Employment in government edged down for the second straight
month, after a large increase in May. The decline was due mostly to
losses in local government, except education.

Average hourly earnings of production or nonsupervisory workers
rose by 3 cents for the third straight month. This is somewhat slower
than the average monthly increase of 5 cents through the first four
months of the year.

Turning to data from the household survey, the unemployment rate
held steady at 4.5 percent in July. Among the major demographic
groups, the jobless rate for adult black men rose to 8.9 percent. An
increase in black teenage unemployment largely reversed a drop in the
previous month. Reflecting strike-related plant shutdowns, the un-
employment rate for durable goods manufacturing climbed from 2.9
percent to 4.3 percent and the number of unemployed job losers on
temporary layoff grew.

To summarize, job growth in July fell below its recent pace, due
mostly to secondary effects of strike activity. The unemployment rate
was unchanged at 4.5 percent.

My colleagues and I now would be glad to answer your questions.
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THE EMPLOYMENT SMIUATION: JULY 199S

Payroll employment rose slightly, and unemployment was unchanged in July, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor reported today. Nonfarm payroll employment edged up by
66,000 to 125.8 million, as growth was curtailed by strikes and plant shutdowns in automobile-related
manufacturing. The jobless rate remained at 4.5 percent.
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The number of unemployed persons. 6.2 million in July. was little changed over the month. The
unemployment rate remained at 4.5 percent; it has been below 5.0 percent since July 1997. The jobless
rate for whites edged down by 0.2 percentage point to 3.8 percent. about the same as in May. The
jobless rate for blacks increased over the month to 9.7 percent Unemployment rates for the other major
demographic groups-adult men (3.9 percent), adult women (4.0 percent), teenagers (13.8 percent), and
Hispanics (7.2 percent)-were essentially unchanged in July. (See tables A- I and A-2.)

The number of unemployed persons on tempoeary layoff-thoae who have been given a date to return
to work or expect to return within 6 months-incresaed by 125,000 over the month to 966,000.
reflecting the plant shutdowns in automobile-related manufacturing. The unemployment rate in durable
goods manufacturing rose from 2.9 to 4.3 percent (See tables A-5 and A-7.)
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Total Employment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data

Total employment was essentially unchanged over the month at 131.1 million. The employment-
population ratio-the proportion of the population age 16 and older with jobs-was 63.9 percent, little
changed from the previous month's rate. (See table A-l.)

About 7.6 million persons (not seasonally adjusted) held more than one job in July. These multiple
jobholders comprised 5.8 percent of total employment. In both June and July, the multiple jobholding
rate was lower than it had been a year earlier. (See table A-10.)

The civilian labor force was about unchanged at 137.3 million in July. The labor force participation
rate was 66.9 percent, down from its all-time high of 67.3 percent at the beginning of the year. (See
table A-I.)

Persons Not in the Labor Force (Household Survey Data}

About 1.3 million persons (not seasonally adjusted) were marginally attached to the labor force in
July. These were people who wanted and were available for work and had looked for ajob sometime in
the prior 12 months but were not counted as unemployed because they had not searched for work in the
4 weeks preceding the survey. (See table A-10.)

The number of discouraged workers-a subset of the marginally attached who were not currently
looking for work specifically because they believed no jobs were available for them-totaled 374,000 in
July, slightly higher than a year earlier.

Industrv Payroll Emoloyment (Establishment Survey Data)

Nonfarm payroll employment edged up by 66,000 in July, after seasonal adjustment. A large strike-
related decline in manufacturing partly offset a substantial increase in retail trade and gains in other
service-producing industries and construction. (See table B- I.)

Manufacturing employment fell by 176,000, as two strikes and related parts shortages led to plant
shutdowns in several auto-related industries. (Persons on strike or on layoff for the entire survey
reference period are not on payrolls and, thus, are not counted as employed in the establishment survey.)
Employment in motor vehicles and equipment was down by 111,000 jobs; other declines at least partly
attributable to the strikes (which were settled after the survey reference period) occurred in primary
metals (- 14.000), industrial machinery (-13,000), fabricated metals (-10,000), rubber and miscellaneous
plastics (-7;000), and apparel and other textiles (4,000). Manufacturing industries that had job losses
unrelated to the strikes included food products (-9,000), electronic components (-7,000), and textile mill
products (-5,000).

Construction added 18,000 jobs in July and has added 238,000 jobs since October. Mining
employment fell by 5,000, with the losses occurring in oil and gas extraction.

A large increase in retail trade employment (125,000) reflected unusual strength in eating and
drinking places (up 69,000), where growth has accelerated after a weak first quarter. Also contributing
to the increase in retail trade were food stores and miscellaneous retail establishments, with gains of
16,000 jobs each, and building materials and garden supply stores and furniture stores, which added
6,000 jobs each. In wholesale trade, employment was essentially flat for the second month in a row.
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Finance, insurance, and real estate continued its strong growth trend, adding 32,000 jobs in July. All
three components contributed to the gain. In finance, employment rose by 18.000, with security and
mortgage brokerages accounting for most of the growth. Insurance continued to add jobs (8.000). and
real estate employment grew by 6,000, following little change in the prior 2 months.

Transportation and public utilities added 18,000 jobs in July. All of the gain was in transportation,
which had experienced little growth in the prior month. The largest increases were in trucking, local and
interurban passenger transit, and water transportation.

Employment in services grew by 65,000 in July, only about half the average gain for the previous
12 months. Help supply services had a decline of 33,000 jobs, some of which was attributable to the
shutdowns in the auto industry. Health services, which typically adds jobs each month. did not grow in
July. Job losses in home health care and nursing homes offset gains in doctors' offices and hospitals.
Elsewhere in the services industry, robust growth continued in engineering and management services
(26,000) and computer services (20,000). Amusement and recreation services and hotels and other
lodging places also added jobs over the month.

Government employment was little changed overall in July. Local government except education
showed a decline of 18,000, as summer hiring was lighter than usual, and federal employment continued
its long-term downward trend. An increase in state government employment mainly reflected a return to
payrolls of public transportation workers following the settlement of a strike.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

The average workweek for production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls was
unchanged in July at 34.6 hours, seasonally adjusted. The manufacturing workweek edged down by
0.1 hour to 41.7 hours, while factory overtime rose by 0.2 hour to 4.8 hours. (See table B-2.)

The index of aggregate weekly hours of production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm
payrolls increased by 0.3 percent to 145.2 (1982=100), seasonally adjusted. The manufacturing index fell
by 1.6 percent to 107.3, reflecting in large part the effects of the strikes and layoffs in the auto-related
industries. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Eamrins (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings of production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls rose
by 3 cents in July to $12.79, seasonally adjusted. Average weeklyearnings increased by 0.2 percent to
$442.53. Over the year, average hourly and weekly earnings have risen by 4.2 and 4.5 percent,
respectively. (See table B-3.)

The Employment Situation for August 1998 is scheduled to be released on Friday. September 4, at
8:30 A.M. (EDT).
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Explanatory Note

This news release presents statstics from two major surveys, the
Current Population Survey (household survey) and rhe Current
Employment Srasitic; anumy (establishment survey), The household
survey provides rhe inforration on rhe labor force, employmebnt and
umernploymrnt that appears in rhe A tables. marked HOUSEHOLD
DATA. It is a sample survey of aboul 50,0C0 housemolds esndeuctd
by ho EBureau of rhe Census for the Burea of LAbor Statistics (BLS).

The establishmenr survey provides the informtrion on rhe
employment, houns, and earnings of workers on nonfarm, payrolls that
appears in rhe B tables. marked ESTABLISHMENT DATA. Thu
informuaion is collected from payroll reoerds by BLS in cooperation
with Slate agenciesr In Iane 1998. the sample included about 390,0.0
establishments employing abort 49 million people.

For both surveys, the data for a given month relate so a patticular
week or pay period. In the household survey, the reference week is
generally the calendar week that contains rhe I hh day of th month. In
tre establishmnent survey, tse reference period us the pay period
including tre 12th, which may or may out correspond directly so the
calerndar weeko

Covetage, definItIons, and dferences
between surveys

Household anry. The sample in selected so refinct the entire
civilian nomnseitutional population. Baed on responses so a series of
qruesions on work and job search activities, each person 16 years and
over in a sample household is classified as employed, unemployed, or
not in the labor force.

People are classified as aeplowd if they did any work at all as paid
employees during the reference week: worked in their own buoiness.
profession, or on their own farm: or worked without pay at least IS
hours inafamilybusinessorfarm. Peopleamalsocoutuedtsemployed
if they were remporarily absent from theirjobs because of illness, bad
weather. vacartion, labor-management disputes, or personal reasons.

People areclastified asanerprqrydifthseymeet all ofbe following
criteria: Theyhadnoemploymentiduringtthe referencewoek;theywere
available for work at that time: and they made spesific efforts to fitd
employment sometime during the 4-week persod ending with the
reference week. Persons laidofffrom ajoband erpectingrecall need
mrbelookingforworksobeoruruedarunenployko Theturnmployment

daua derived from the household survey in no woy depend upon the
eligibility for or receipt of unemployment inuuance benefits.

The csviiurn lborforce is the sum of employed and unemployed
persons. Those wt classifiedauemployed oriunemployed arer i the
Iborfoere. The uorenploymri we is the number unemployed as a
percent of the labor force. The Lobrf-re pran tipaeton rale is the
labor force us a percent of the population, and the erploymreo-
pepalarin rarto is the employed us a percert of the population.

Establishmentonrtey Thesiumpleestablishmemsaredrawn from
pmvtote wnefatm bossnesses such as facrorses, offrces, and scores asi well
as Federal. State. d local govem nrenettiies. prleyeeson nonef.
payvrolI are those who received pay for any part of the reference pay
period, including persons on paid leave. Persons are counted in each

job they hold. Houraurnd ernrgs data ore for pnvate businesses and
enlte only to production workers or the goods-producing sector and
nonsupervisory workers in the srvice-pjoducing soter.

Differenes In eruploynent estaatres. The mumertus conceptsal
and methodological differences between the household and
estblishmentoreysresultnimmpottamdistincrionsinthoemploynem
estimates derived from the ueveys. Among these are:

* The hourseold surevey includes agricultnral workers, rhe self
employed. unpaid family workes and private bousehold workers amang
rhe employed. Thee groups are exluded from the establishment survey

* The bouschold sr-vey includes people on unpaid leave among tre
employed. The establishonent survey does not.

* The. oudehold tuevey is limnedt wonkeron 16 yearsofage andolder
The establisbment survey is anm limted by age.

* The Mmusehold srtavey hs on duplication of iodivdisas because
individuals areroudodnyonce veniftheybol rethn nonejob. In
the establishment tmnvey. employees working to mere ten am job ord
thus appeming on more than one payroll would be cnred repurotely for
each atinarnce.

Other differences between the two surveys ame described in
'Comparing Employment Estimates from Hoursehold and Payroll
Surveys," which may be obtained from BLS upon request.

Seasonal adjustrent
Over the course of a year. the aer of the nations labor force and

the levelsofemployment andunemployment undergo shap fluctuations
due so such seasonal events as changes in weather. reduced or
expanded production. harvests, major holidays, and the opening and
closing of schools. The effect of such asomnal vauiaton can be very
large; seasonal fluctuations may accoun for as much as 95 percent of
the month-co-month changes in unemployment.

Because these seasonal events follow a moreor less regular pattern
each year, their influence on statistical tendws can be eliminated by
adjuasing the statistics from month to month. Thec cadjuosments make
nonseasonal developments. such as declines in ecoonric activity or
increases in the participation of women in the labor force, easier to
spot. Foe example. the large nurher of youth entenng the labor fame
each June is likely so obscure amy other changes that have taken place
relative so May, making it difficult to determine if the level of
economic activity has risen or declined. However, because the effect
of students finishing school in previons years is known, the statistics
for the current year con be adjusred to allow for a comparable change.
Insofur as the sasomal adjustnent is made cornectly. the adjusted
figure provides a more useful tool with which to analyze changes in
economic activity.

In both rhe household and establishment surveys, most seasomndly
adjusted series am independently adjusted. However. the adjusted
series for many major estimates, such as total payroll emplnyment,
employment in most major disustry divisions, total employment. and
unemployment are computed by aggreeting independently adjusted
cumponent series. For example, total unemployment is derived by
summing the adjusted series for four major age-sex components: this
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diffrn from the uremploymrent rnrame that would be obtained by
directly adjustmog the total or by combining the drraion, rteasos. O
more detailed g categories.

The numerical factors used to make cte seasonal adjustments or
recalcultlad twice a ywr. For the bousebold survey. the factors are
calcataed fortheJanuary-lJm period andagainfortteJuly-December
peno- For the establishmet survey. upd factors for
adjustment ar calculated for the Moy-Omober period and iotrodced
along ith new benchmarks. and agai fortbe Nowrmber-April period
In both sarvey&. revisions to historiral data ame ade once a yenr.

Reliability of the estimates

Statisuis based on the household and establishrment urveys are
srbjectobothsampling andnonsmpingerror. When asamperatlher
than the entire poprLstion is surwvyed there is a chance that the sample
estiuates may differ from then "'e population values they rpresent.
lre exac diffeereen. or onpLig error, varies depending on the
ptaricular sample selected. and this voriabiltly is measured by the
sta rd error of the estirnae. Thb is about a 90-percent chance, or
lebr of confidrce. that mnestimate bosed on a sample will differ by no

more than 1.6sanrd ernrs from cthe-'l poputLior vdloecuxse
of sampling error. BLS analysers am generally conducted at the 90-
percent lewe of conrfdenrce.

Foresample. theconfidenceinterval flrthemonthlychange in total
employmenr fromthe housteholdsrvey isonthe orderofplusor nomus

376.000. Suppose the estimate of total employment increases by

100.000 from one month to the nest. The 90-percen confidence

immal an the monthly change would range from -276.000 to 476CO0

(tOO.000 .4- 376,000). These figures do not mean that he sample
results ar off by these m gnitudes,.bhe rather that ther is about a90-
percent chance that the 'true" omer-he-mrntb change lies within this

imral. Sitr. this rnge includes vaues of Itssthanero. w. could nrot
say with confidence that employment had. in fact. increased If.

howerer. the reportedemploymen ris wm halfa million thenallof he
valun within the 90-perettn confidence iterval wouldhe greater than
mmr. In this cse it s litkely (at least a 90-percen hance) that an

employment rse had. is fact. occurred. The 90-percem confidence
immal for the monmly change in unemployment is +/- 258.000. and
forthemonthlychangeintheunemnploymemsrtAe itis+1-.21 percenuge
poir.

In general. estimaes invmolng many individuals or establishments

hare lower standard errors (rehdive to the size of the estimate) than
esrtmates whtch ae based on a small number of obsermaoas. The
peecision of estimates rs also improved wben the data ar camuhated

over time such as for quarterly and mranl avrages. Tre seasonal
adjustment process can also improve the stability of the montdy

esdtmles.
The borsetmld and establishmeont urveys re aiso affected by

no /t4ling error Noesampling mnors can occur for many reasons.

including the failure to sample a sgent of the populatron. inability to
obtain mforsattion for all respondents is the sample. ioability or
untwilingnesofrespmodentstopooidcoffectinforarmtonoadmdely

bam. nostakes made by respondents, and errors uma m the collection
or processing of the data

For exsmple. in the esrublishmerm urvey. esomates for the most
recem 2 mondts mre based on substantially icompletentres: forcids
rason. these estimates me labeled prelimisary in the tables. It is only
after tWO succssive revisions to a monthly estimate. when nearly all
sample reporrs have been recei wnd. that the estrmate is considerrd Dnal.

Another major source of nonsampling error it thc establishmern
urvey is the inability to capture. on a timely basis. employment

generated by necw firns. To correct for thu systematic underestimatson
ofemploymer groWlth (lnd othersources oferor). a process kowo as
bias adjustment is included in the survey's esdmdafng procedures.
whereby a specifted number of jobs is added to the monthly sample-
basedchange. Tresieofthemonldybsas djustmneisbedLargely

on past relationships between the sample-based estimates
of employment and the total counts of employment described below.

The sampl-based estimates from the establishment srvey are
adjusted once a year (o ea lagged basis) to univence counts of payroll
employmentobtained from dministrativerecordsofdhe unemployment
insurance program. The difference between the Mnrch sample-based

employment estimates and the March trtieerse counts is kown as
benchmark reviston. and sre s a rough proxy for total survey error.
Tre new benchmarks also incorporate changes in the classincation of
industries. Over the past decrdc. the benchmark -rrisron for total
nonfarm employment ha avemged 0.2 percent. ranging from zent to
0.6 percent

Additional statistics and other information
Mom comprehensivc statistics am contained in Eiployom and

Ernring, published rach month by BLS. I1is avilable for S17.00 per
isaue or S35.00 per year from the U.S. Governuem Frinung Office.
Washington. DC 20402. All orders mustbeprepaidby seodingacheck

or money order payable to the Superntendent of Documenut, or by
dharging to Mastercard o Visa.

Empkonm and Earning. also provides measwres of sampling
ernor for the household tusvey data published in thrs relea s. Fr
anemploymer andotherabor fonaecategorres. t measursapp

in tables I-B through I-H of itsExplanatory Notes . Measures of the
rnliability of the data drawn from the establishment survey and t8w
acoa anns of revision tdueto benchmar adjust samprovided
in tables 2-B thmugh 2-G of that puhlicationa

Information in this release will be made available to sensory
impaied individunls upon equest. Voice phone: 202406-STAT;
TDD phone: 202-606-5897: TDD message referral phone:
1-400-326-2577.
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T.b9. A4 02910000 1995p092

- --AU~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*W6--R 4m

Nol .90 d 902494 5*' 9400

1907 9m 1_ 1007 1_06 1O l00 I_90 low

NUMABER OF UNEIPLOYED

190 I5..9 - 03 _ _ _ Z 2.274 t 2.5 2.Z4s 2.00 2.4 2 2 .510 235

sa014 14405 __ _ _ _ _ __... 12001 2275 2.007 '.75 'A" Z1 .04 LJ

.. . . . . . .. 2 003 .250 I.43 21 1.731 1..17 1.400 1.1251 I.

1t525 --- _ -_ _ _ - -- _ on __ _Al 1 5 0 32 7M

27 .4 . . . 22 . _ _ 1 1?S,1 I 1.007 Bs we 7 N07

n 918080395110.59&533900 ISA 122J 23.1 19.5 14.3 14 3 0 1 143

n49SO00 3 _, _ _ ._ _._____ 7 7 4.0 . 2 as 0.4 a 0 0.0

PERCENT tSTREUBLON

T30 4 d . ......... 1_-0 _ _ _ _ __._--___ 100.0 200.D 10.0 100 210o 10 X 0 1 00 I.o

100339_1_0_3_4 37_9 49.6 43.7 3.7 43.3 42 3 40.5 42
4 -- -… … -- _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._._._.7 27.0 222 212. 3001 31.9 3 332 31 29

1 .3 5 . . . .. . .. 4 22. 2.5 22.1 2.4 2.4 2.2 2M0 25.1

15 . 20 .... -... - -- --. ..... .…. ..... .... 12.3 12.4 103 25.9 12.8 9.1 10. 13. 12.0

27 . . ... _ .__ _ 10.2 I's 13.1 20. 13.3 14.0 1_3 12 4 12o

0N1E: Book .9J f01yltootOP3 n . 0nn0.
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HOU3SEHO.LD DATA

T A Wt A -i. 0 0 3 5 (7 07 7 7 O5 3 3

940(2E770W DATA

mom Al0.0 o S.oo7507-#-M.d
RoSI)

,M INS IN M 37 low. 991, no .40

NUMBER OF UNEMPLOYED

~900O 0137 4-770440 70507337 -0 (36 LUIS.0 0. 2047 4.35.3 LINK Lo,5 2m LI07 2A()S~~735700o70~~~ - --_________ 073~~~ 773 AM M6 010 M6 7M 347I
70o~~~~o75743 - 2.00 7.075~~~~~~~IAI 7*72 2.03 &M7 7*35 'As 'AM3 7*5
* 5 0 0 5 ___________________________ 7.367 7.00 7.370 (3 ( 3 8 7 7

en 0 see '3 (3 37 ~
________________- - 774~~~~~~?I cii os2 744 7W 7*3 7IS 7

- ------ - .. 2.37 40 z.77 LINKS 2.27 2.7W 2.7W Low5 203Q
. .... ......... ..... M 3 *4 54 077 73 53 4

PERCEN WDTRIUTION

Tmre,.8 - -- ......... - 7350 7350~~~~~~I 7350 7350 730 7350 7350 735 735
inw7000700o7007oa~~~~~~y003 47* 35.2 43.3~~~~Q 449 as* 40 OA* 45 a4

M77,oyp3d.. - …1... 2* 70* I42 73.3 7371 7709 70 73. 7Is
73535357004773 . .~~~~~~~~~~ 80M 35. Ml7 32 210 7330 f32 37* 37.

..... . .......... ............. ...... ...... . 77.3 72 777 3.0 35 37 It 323 7.5

UNEMPLOYED AS A PERCENT OF THE
CIVO.IAk LABOR FORCE

07030007700035707304737070770PSI 2.7 7 2.0 2.2 2.2 * 302 2.7 LI7
...........7 ..... . ........... ........... 3 .* 3 A 2 . I 08 *

00004-5=::.... . 72 7., 'A 7.7 'A 7.2 7.5 7.5 I.2
.70 0 ........ ..... ... ... I0 s .2 . 4 4 4 .

I 7 5 mm'wo.M nod op. 02737.

T.M. A4.Rpo ...- 3707077707335.00 13b3 .d509s4ER730

30 31 0 .4um3d Bo..y f0o3637

440ool HIM IS 57 SM 999 1110 HW7

300b70, ..~~~~~~~~~~~ - 2.7~~~I 7* 20 02 22 7* 9 2.7 2.7

(070( -. - -- 00 47~~~~~~~~~~~~~~$ 4.7 4* 4.7 4* 43 4 4.5

T" 735703534. d..00pd .. 4. -. * 0 0 S (7 73 37 (7 7

7W37*003. -.-U ... ...... ..... 30 0* LO 33 (3 (3 ~ ~ 7

0.4 Ts.0. a 76750Y nO 07350-755

401 00701 4707070736700.332 0700709074-07353A7a..35.

MWE Tt -Wa a ft0 - " 14.1 -00 4 0 7 7 7 7 7

7 7 04-607260 70300 n~~~~~~d 30707007 0007W 370100000ILS

IS7707 7 0~ 7-0 -SS~ 90 037 04-77N 7-4 .207000736450
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HOSHOLD DATA

To. A4. Ue."h011" mua3 by M VW-. so 4

KOUSEHOLD DATA

.840~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ACl .8 42 7 - .4
1397 1W0 1901 1I07 13 30 _3 193 ft

T~~ 141..s.44 - - 6.303~~~~~a 6.37 6.2= 43 441 .3 6.0 4.

61024 -.......-.....-----. 2 = .350 2.318 2238 '1b0 I0.7 5 10 106 103
101613016 - 1314~~~~~~~~2 1.7 1.130 16.3 ISO 13.1 '12 1"1 13

low V 1§= - 571 307 484 179 161 15.2 15* 162 I2I

161*10130I. - ~~~~ ~~~~~720 416 07 1.50 W37 1 .a 312 12.0 12e

20c2464 'A M V1_ . Io7 1 0 71 V0 7 7.0 a 8.2

25 Sr4- 0 c___ ___ __ __.. *2450 301 040 2I7 3 3 2 34 5 i

416 807 747 30 29 2.5 3* 2_ 248

¶, 120a -_________ 3.507 34 .4 22 .4 I4 4 *2 10 Os
-~n426..... - --------------- - 1.23 V.4 " .n4 11. II 67 11.0 010 Il-

06730l n _ _7 053 o2 172 16. 140 60 53 ¶5
3W M M 18.I &S __2 173 210 703

VSI0jass 2_. _ 371 1630 15.2 133 16 74

M. 0241v- ..- a 3 524 47 63 A., 713 S:I 62 67"
...2... ..... .. __ 2201 2 2.04 3.4 3D 30 3o 32 34

25009 u P- Vg __ 1._7 1.12 '' s 17 3. 3. 3 3
55 4.- .w c_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ n 227 1 2a3 3.0 3.1 246 24 205 2.6

Is - ` --0 - ----_-__-_-_-_ 3 12 2.48 2.3 6.0 9 46 44 47 44

Is 647 524 54 .3 13 12. ¶43 13.6 IIv102 == . ----- -- .....7 43 7 430 SE 16 ¶52 100 13. li 13.6
g lo s7_s _ = _ _ __ ~~~~~262 M 200 6. J $2 V V ;: O 7 a

344 315 44 1. 14.4 6. 11 ¶7 .

004246 ____- --- 470 511 41 70f 7 7.5 6.9 6.0 7.7

75p..bo.1409. ~~~~~~~ - -- 3~.04 1110 Vin OS OS 3.8 3.0 3.6 3.
25_s-lag_______ ____ 1.2044 1.716 1A- 490 41 37 LO 31 8

00y246.146 ... . ....~~~~~~. 414 IN0 796 3A0 2.8 24 L3 26 2.6

I U-PtrwV -. D.N4d- anw lr a _ owd wWilnn e
MOsTE: I :A. 'W Vila Vf-- -

T1.h A.16 6116n$t 4841164e .1 Isber h j606d.112 y362 300312 64300

MY7 Jd J* MY -1 .6
'WY7 11630 37 106 11307 INS

NOT M THE LABOR FORCE

Wwd01 -4l son___ ___ _ 2713 13 24 02. G
ar4812810126816118300*5024' .. 0311 .M 0M44 13 307 290

DW.4qjw p -_ __ 311 374 170 2M 140 14

4r -¶ 4 -03 _ 14 410 5s 7 43

MULTIFLE JOBOLDERS

Td7430a48809243'.. ... ........-.-......- SAM.3 743 431 1 5 4.039 3.7T 3.53

PadwlaI~ ._._____.___ _ O 41.1 3.7 6I 3.

PFF7dl4i0 DC227_ -4.501 4253 2.703 t485 10 o L.7I

in844aw3 1 IO 4 *. 1., ts23 72 a

F1 024813611163. _ _ 6 48 _ 1*0 *24 705 as

¶ D_ I >_b - NUlfl 6a4nd4 'An _4* no 8 9 _ p.2I h2 1 r ln _

I Millionrad4- n s 0 a2143. fi 483
2~~ 008030240 60460081248.2460481661604W. 6105m~w~. ... ..1,0 . mP-01 w o,

. . r _odidna..W.. Vw;fwwtw _ nVO.d8071 088 0o,0¶¶ 61 _0 _4220241 641.2292461144 a'2 _81 t 61300
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ESTABLISHMENT DATA ESTABUSHWENT DATA

TAW B-1. E mOy~u -n 0fmt P.Y1 by m uW.

(5 f0marl40)

1 No .. 0,afly 1_= 1 ___ ... Ol a07 ute4

1 IQ7 328 low 1 18 1m REP

Toa ..d ......... 122.010 128.16B I28.883 25.797 1223911 124.914 125.234 125.M8 125.701 125.82

TO ............... . 104.125 105.858 158289 107,012 105.219 105.188 105.470 105.734 105.942 128.820

040845.48818 V 25.284 25333 2.85M 25,447 24.83 25.278 25.33 25.301 25.297 25.134

1Al578 SW ~ 8 579 015 014 05 587 582 578 E79 574
mow ft4515 55.1 50.7 51.7 51.8 54 5I 51 5I 51 51
coss .151............85.5 919 Du9 810 95 95 92 92 OD 81
OH VW W *114581 3399 332.0 331.3 3289 338 3786 332 320 331 325
541858t8ft t-.141418418119 112.1 110.0 111.1 111A4 108 157 107 107 IN7 107

emot.1855o .... ................. ..........- .01 5.97 8.171 8.28 5.8 SA0 52830 8.A17 5.94 5.880
04514154881988111187553 ~~1.377.7 1 284.5 1,441.2 1487.3 1.318 1.373 1.2S I.8 = I AD 1.403
85.11585185141951 855.pbS ........ 855.8 8501 877.8 8949 785 805 815 818 MD 82B

0Sp41 v158. 10 ..........1........ .3771.5 3.737.4 3852. 32830.8 3577 388 3.728 3.710 3.722 3.728

P750728218Wk141. ......... .... ....... 12.910 12.84 13.213 12.718 12.888 13.013 13.007 12.871 12.944 12.773

04l8hsgod I. D0AM 11.181 11.287 10.847 10.98 11.101 11.170 11.151 11.144 10.30
P0d.ai.821 5.* . .......... ..... 7.472 7.028 7.08 7.434 7.538 7.N 7.3 7.842 7.32 7.482

U0115870 441048 015.. ..... ........ 852.8 788.8 810.7 813.1 785 851 8am am53 80191
Fs,5505 5005 .... 802.3 524.7 528.7 518.0 510 020 524 528 534 527
0S 10tm 45859as........... 0y W 11. 014.0 573. 571.0 553 558 01 51 559 2S 582
Pls.-y M1.1,WW .a............... 752.4 715.1 718.3 89553 701 718 718 718 717 752

EUM1 Wd.55 ba5b0 894 P10182 ... 2349 524.5 2338.2 234.0 (1) MI (I) (1) (1) (I)
F32388n188d1Pr8m .. ... 1,457.4 1.44941 1,457.4 1.485. 1.472 1.457 1.48 1,485 1.488 1.480
UW8544 nsd.N.y WO 4114cp - .. .... 210159 2.2M.7 2212.1 2.18?2. 2.155 2.285 2.201 2.301 2.281 2.188

C411p7041 CIE0.155 ... .q5~ ....... 378.3 378.0 275.7 372.7 377 381 377 378 374 -371
E132441411051740l.M.W 111p-,.. 1885.8 171 0.2 1,717.0 1.501.1 I1980 1.722 1.720 1.718 1.715 1.703

E18 51.m .-mo-,as. 45 ~ w .. 801.5 874.9 975.0 888.8 855 Be1 878 577 873 888
T-spomu,, p1 .................... 1814.9 I12824 1283.4 1.7529 1.840 1.887 132 1988 1883 1.777

W.4804hk0.450890,,,181 .........- 857.5 1.05.2 1.324 882.0 880 1.2 1,01D4 888 9 882
A911814545 ....54 ... ... ............ 582.0 522.8 533.7 525. 554 525 525 824 524 527

11011011145148 ro11 .4............. 885.0 8844 857.1 882.2 885 am8 87 858 854 882
M5450 -, ....... ............... 30532 387.9 3889. 23S1 382 388 38 238 388 388

Nwd0.rabie goods.7...... ...... ....... A 7.611 7285 7933 7.8 728 7907 7949 72832 7.607
P150dmw od3 .................. .338S 5.28 5.330 528 S.353 S.34 5.341 5.328 5.25 5.281

Food ad .W501 -00 ..8......... ... .... 1,715.5 1.8789 1.702.8 1.7282 1.88 1.704 1.701 1.710 1.701 1.017
TO p18.8d ..= .... 3 80 37'4 38.7 385 42 41 42 41 40 45
T11.51 1111 210.-M..................... 8119 803.1 802.2 585.7 818 858 885 803 EN 585
APP14185881 WC oftto. 18114 80....... .4. SS 783.0 78186 757.1 834 758 787? 780 774 770
Pape wO85 b0859po.8.h ........ .. ...... . 87.1 882.3 887.4 6882.7 684 8BE 888 885 882 681
Pls.l815d4pA*hb ................. 1.5552 1585.2 1573.0 1.572.0 1.55 1,584 1.585 1.588 I.S70 1.073
Ch-sc2.41, WWhd rocl ...... ....... 15235.0 1.03796 1.04398 1.54290 1.031 1.38 1.525 1.028 1.037 1.037
P45080d5414r108 ......0.1...... . 142.7 13689 1389 128.1 139 138 137 128 138 . 138

Lmh. dWash pmd= ................... 88.0 829 83.7 78.2 go 85 84 82 82 81

5. 111-0019 82118 . . ......... .... ....- WASS45 100.843 101.254 100.250 87.88 88.82 88.885 185.81 100.481 180.32

Tw8.p95.d. 450540 iis... ......... 8.395 8.544 8.57 8.544 8.4l1 8.504 8.513 EAU3 8.537 8.555
T-sp.p0881 .. -....,... 4239 4.202 4.215 4.187 4.120 4.170 4.173 4.191 4.154 4.213

Raikos Vamporud0 ......... ...... 330-0 3329 333.2 234.4 228 5231 331 5232 2323 332
Lo.414185401,,,1a4541184111580 250. 477.4 458.5 40859 451 488 453 455 458 484
T.41l01g850w81h18.81 ... ........... 168055 1287.8 1I733.2 1.7389 1970 132 1.782 1.703 1.708 1.715
89"8 n8118958821190.8 18s" 185.9 i85. 185 182 181 185 182 187
T180~s00185 by41 i................... 1,137.2 1,145.0 1,148.5 1.154.6 1.137 1.148 1.147 1.151 1.153 1.155
01741015. o5.114 n . ......... 5 149 11 14.5 149 14 14 14 14 14 14
T,.. 85811 487115. ........ .... 441.- ".0 447.2 447.2 4479 440 448 445 447 448 448

C - rication ad "i415.219 ........ 2.305 2.342 2.355 2.357 2.38 2.334 2.340 2.34 2.34 2.342
C91111ol9.l51 - ............ ... 1.431.3 1.484.9 1.494.4 1.4949 1.425 1.475 1 A84 1.480 1.488 1.488
280015 g851418701 -15.8 a.. 7420 8019 3.7 882. 888 32 SW 857 854 854

Wh08.41814 ..........00 ... ........... 83211 8.818 G828 8970 8.855 8.78 5.788 .8915 8A91 8.820
D8.r.M. gos. ..... 3-.. .9335 42.081 4.054 42 4 3.942 4028 4.0 4. 4.058 4,3 4.074
No1410185, goods . ..--- 2.733 2.5 .8 .8 .1 .4 2.748 2.701 2.751 1 2.748

SW4bod5010at4Om5f041ble
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ESTABUSHIIENT DATA ESTABU51M6ENT DATA

TMb B.1. E8.sO-. -60 0 F1pyug by Idlly -CoIWlo

(01095600)

1 I 01 .... Wly 4osl6 T Se..l-ay .01grd

Indml1y _ 0 _8 _ _ _ JA. 1
199 I99 MOP9E I99 -b- I3~ls 19 I MY

RM9 sO Vd..... 22.104 22.432 22.849 32.9616 21.897 2235 22.335 22.423 22.454 22.579
9401~on43tio II6141.Ot61.. 9752 1.813.5 LOW2 1.017.1 940 gm 971 972 974 960
G61." o1f l dW 993 0496 .......... 2,459.7 2.701.5 2.72391 2.740.1 2.713 2.759 2.794 Z.789 2.780 2.739

DpeOnslm~ . .. ..... .. ..... ....... 2.337.5 2.382.3 2.400, 2.417.1 230 Z2843 2.447 Z4482 2461 2.460
Fod s6wa..............................3.522.5 3.521A 3.559.0 3.0765. 3I 3.53 353 3.533 3.542 3.539 3.504
A.M1,09. d.01.1 W3 6l. 96148 2=.337 2.3492 2.37231 23.304 2311 2.333 2.337 2.340 2.351 Z.304

Na, W -W - 0. -- 1.0543 1.8503 1W.33 1.0704 IO~ 51 808 1.059 1.OW 1.034 1:087
0(P619I639 s89y 60e. ........:: 1392.9 1600.1 1.397.4 1.1031 1060 ICQ 1105 1.139 I11 a IIII
Fsss1 aM hwd Wu himn~tp~o. ...... 1600.2 1.041 a 1.048.3 059. 1,010 1.049 19040 I.055 1.059 1.6001

E60993905407Pt6.6 . ....... . ... 7775.1 7,861.0 7W.83 7353. 7.16 7345 7.891 7.714 7.734 7.703
19609094o.160 99091Wa 56 . 2:747.5 2041.7 2.8601. 29865.3 2.80 2.874 2.87 2.801 2.810 2.939

F65161 59903 OM19650660 .....-... 7.160 7.310 7.404 7,452 7.095 7.25 7= 7.311 7.33 7.766
7066 -. ........... .............. 3.439 3.531 3.38 35392 3.413 3.512 3,521 3.530 3.049 3.187

Dq.u 48055601 ............... 2094.1 Z2.032 555 200. .06232 2.07 Z.541 2.D41 ZG 2.044203 Z.046
061151,.1o~~~~i 04549- .~ 1.473. 1.4583 1.460.4 1.473.4 1.459 1.465 1 463 1.403 1.480 1.451

01511V.I.sni60.0 ..40... 63a 2393 2W83 26738 262 293 203 294 390 296
Nci603604361610,56....... 0962 812.0 62050 639 567 853 605 611 619 634

Mub~q 04186161404361-d 252.4 23932 28'3 2601 251 276 276 291 3905 260
S.odly 939..OI 48511 ............. 6023 640.0 653 Mai1 596 633 608 641 647 655
Hodin .ol160sslsv891.loft- 222s 240.1 243.3 243.0 22 36 Mg 240 241 242

0oo43~~~~~~~........ .. ....... 2.272 219 2,~36 2.34 2.259 2.30 2.312 2.339 2.328 2.336
5564161616011166,1 .. ......... 1.5430S 1,579.3 1,50.9 121.1 1.534 1.505 1.574 1.079 IMS9 l.SD4

01666161. q016 0153,61639661,1560 736.5 740.0 7447 745.2 725 736 73 741 742 743
ROW aum .... . ............ -..... - 1.477 1.460 1.49 1.514 1.423 1.44 1.459 1.455 1.40 1.463

S _ ... ..... ...... .................. 36.538 37.53 37376 39.09 39.140 37.139 27.160 37.350 37.501 27-06
A4640401 6.69 ......... ......... 758.7 759.0 78963 760. 6SW 65 709 700 707 713
H0599940 6016 Idgmg pL . 1..........I879.4 1,796.3 138747 1239.5 1.738 1.755 1.767 1.709 1.77 1.760
P61643.1 .......6.......... . ...... 1:137.8 1.176. 1.157.9 1.143,1 1.179 1.179 1.160 1.160) 1.105 1.104

646056.. .~~~~~~~~~ 95~74.2 894873 a.0584 9.560 9.035 8.412 9.42 8.491 6.549 9.557
061- 0 4396004106 944 960 65 969.1 940 969 965 Sr75 975 679
P.1.ott0)04py i-fto .....- ....... . 3.018.7 3.134.4 3,192.2 3.172. 3.604 3.149 3.140 3.159 3.104 3.159

H.01 648* 66...............2.1961. 29301.4 2350.9 2.831 A 2.973 2.919 2.90 2.818 2.847 2.814
C431p,A6. -d CIMW000619",09,1 1.417 7 1.575.0 1.597.1 1.910.2 1.420 1.539 1IM8 1.379 1.596 1.619

9.0919991 66510 611491509 ......... 1.122.9 1104.7 1.l67.2 1.172.2 1,139 1.145 1.146 1.153 1.160 1.164
ume60...... ......... ..... 381.5 395.3 390.3 360.4 377 362 383 395 397 383

MOhi~ Pic10 .55....................... 5.7 56553 557.2 595.1 5m9 55 063 567 553 SW5
448,66 0003105o4651,45096 1.873.3 1.7025 1304132 .039 1.502 1647 10401 1662 1.375 1.609
H.0)0.66 .................... ... 975B93 9391.2 9.927.2 9041.1 9.731 9.67 9.9 8 .97 900 .8

M.l06. W d49099l1,105 ooo.J 1751.4 13040 881.0 135.1 .745 1.796 1041 I3 13812 1.819
N.s V Wd 9 e66not M. Wti b. .... 1.7613A 175.93 7 1.76 3. V ? 1.759 1.761 1.76 1.763 1.760 1.759
4o6 W ........ .................-.. 3.66331 3Me93ADO 3 3.973, 33871 33325 2.60 3.945 33054 2.059
H-15 h.0151 -96 665.0............. 716.0 6080 66405 674.3 719 48 667 964 ON 674

L.g9 - .......-------- ----- ... 8973 97138 9647 1.060.7 948 970 673 977 480 9164
Edsl-W6061W .. ................. .9.. 225. 2M.32 2.012,6 1322.7 2.122 2.196 2.160 Z.105 2~= 2.202
0000161.1. .... .... ....... . .... ...... 191O. 2.634.3 2325.9 33333 2.531 2.597 2.50S 2.0W 2.6830 2.637

MM997406day - - . 16.1 59736 5965 &73 073 575 077 575 596S
R.0614611 ........ . ............ . 727.0 7484 700.1 7593 719 744 748 749 749 752

144.106.W bm.10 614 Z80op0
941d 611 ... 9....... A.. 6. 9438 . 603 60 60 602 91 91 96

M4ft.0N1.1 -da .s~6 1 ............. 2.3.22.1 2395.3 2.702.7 2.2413 2.553 Z2.33 2.39 2236 2.80 Z.272
E.&948wV 939 486.115.1 9616169 3.03225 32.0 3020 2379.1 3.013 3.164 3.179 3.212 3.232 .399

g99os61. ad Wgo40o.WO0 48 9623Z 911.5 0527 940.3 970 604 910 913 601 924
97910.118WOM a19b33901640= .. ..... 959.6 1.031.5 1.045.2 1.0533 949 1.012 1.011I 1.029 1.026 1.045

061,104 ....9...9..6........ 50.5 013 03.4 02. (I) (1) (1) (I) (I) (1)

(1066 .....0 ..... ..- ... ............. 19.635 2D.310 16.603 19.790 19.06 19.739 19.794 1933 19316 19.60
F6613 ... ..-...... 2.713 2.67 2.960 SIA 2.391 3371 2374 2.671 23674 2.07

F7d6*3 0697w S006616 ...... 07.5 1.3213 139.2 1332. 1336 1315 13014 13010 1.913 13811
039 ...................... ........ 4AM6 4307 4,497 4.414 437l7 43619 4339 4327 4339 4.63

09,89601 .... .. -. ~~~~165455 1043.3 1.753.3 13492 1323 IA 13925 ¶932 I339 1329
0516039 99019391 .. - 273a83 2.702.7 2,734.1 2.7642 2.88 2.691 2040 2.705 .760 Z.705

Io.w ............... ... ... ....... 11.440 123137 12.711 1104 1Z2.24 12A439 12.470 12.53 12516 12.496
- .-...~...5.77057 7.404.0 7J.84 0313.7 6.913 7.8M 7.89 7.00 7.00 7.900

0056 9915618610 - 5 A 52433.2 5.=0 5.7602 2.71 0,435 5.447 5.497 5A.4I6 5.448

I Ths. e ri g pno314 60r9ky Hub3 9e49 the 2 htdn Cow ft3A0a, 16lSI_ cl on 9 y.
_6961d 89p. ohh 1.6.I0)1 c06 430 39390b6 p .pikwm.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE MAURiCE D. HINCHEY
Good morning Commissioner Abraham and welcome back to the

JEC. It's always a pleasure to see you again, especially when you are
bringing us good news. The unemployment rate remained at 4.5 percent,
despite dramatically slower economic growth in the second quarter, the
General Motors strike, and the continued effects of the East Asian crisis
on the world economy.

Despite the strong unemployment numbers, I am worried, however,
that the Asian situation has not expressed itself fully in our economy.
There are many sign that the situation is worsening - second quarter
growth slowed to less than 2 percent from a stunning 5 1/2 percent in the
first quarter, though I am sure that some of this can be attributed to the
GM strike. The trade deficit continues to skyrocket, reaching new record
highs every month. Corporate profits, most notably in the high tech
sector, are falling off as Asian markets dry up. Commodity prices,
particularly in agricultural products, have fallen precipitously. As a
result, farm income in some places in the Midwest and plains states have
fallen by over 90 percent from last year.

In the face of all of this evidence, there are still some on the Federal
Reserve Board who are clamoring for higher interest rates. They
interpret the strong employment numbers and wage growth as the biggest
causes for concern, as if productivity gains and the events in Asia were
not factors at play here.

I began calling for the Fed to lower interest rates last summer, when
it became clear that the falling unemployment rate was not going to cause
inflation to rise. I was concerned at that time that the Fed would interpret
the first real, albeit modest, increase in workers' wages in almost two
decades as a precursor to inflation and act to slow economic growth.
This was before the East Asian economic situation was a factor in the
economy.

At the end of last October, when the dimensions of the Asian crisis
became apparent, Alan Greenspan appeared before this Committee. At
that time, I urged Chairman Greenspan to hold the line on interest rates
until we knew how Asia would play out here in this country. I expressed
concern that disinflation or even deflation, due to the strong dollar and
increased exports, might be the real problem facing us. I am still worried
that that might be the case, and continue to hope that the Federal Reserve
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will lower interest rates when the Open Market Committee meets on
August 18.

Commissioner Abraham, I know that you are just the messenger,
that you do not take policy positions. But I hope that the numbers you
have brought us can give some measure of comfort that our economy is
still strong and that there is still time for the Fed to take preemptive
action to head off a recession here at home.

Again, I thank the Chairman for calling this hearing, and look
forward to your statement.
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